Abstract: Optical probing technology on coordinate measuring machines (CMMs) operates significantly differently from discrete point probing associated with tactile probing CMMs. Hence, manufacturers of this technology seek to use different testing artifacts for standardized performance testing. However, the standardized performance metrics which describe the CMM's measurement accuracy need to be comparable to other CMMs regardless of the probing technology. This paper examines several different metrics that can be computed from the test results of CMMs with optical probes, and these metrics are compared for equivalency to the canonical results specified by the ISO 10360 series of standards used for tactile CMMs. A derivation is presented which motivates a more detailed computer simulation study of nine different metrics. Of these nine, two metrics involve easily observable quantities for optical probing systems and are considered equivalent to the canonical performance test value.
Background: Coordinate measuring machines with tactile (i.e., contact) probing systems have a welldefined performance testing procedure codified in standards such as ISO 10360-2 [1] or its US counterpart ASME B89.4.10360.2 [2] . The three dimensional (3D) spatial measuring performance is specified by the MPE(E 0 ) 1 value which is the maximum permissible error (MPE) of the "E 0 " parameter 2 ; this describes the length measuring accuracy of the CMM. In these standards, the performance test procedures (and hence the meaning of the E value) are described in detail. The test includes 35 different measurements of calibrated length standards, each repeated three times, for a total of 105 observed length errors. There are several different formats in which the MPE specification can be stated. In this paper the MPE(E) specification is considered an upper bound for all possible length measurement errors (regardless of sign) for a CMM that is within its Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) specified performance, i.e., Max|E| ≤ MPE(E) 3 . Each length measurement is specified as the point-to-point length derived from a single point coordinate recorded at each end of the calibrated standard, where the end surfaces are planar and the normal vectors to the two end surfaces are diametrically opposite, e.g., a gage block. This is taken as the canonical form of the measurement and the associated Max|E| value (of the 105 measurements) as its canonical test result value.
Over the last several years a plethora of new 3D CMMs have become available using various forms of optical probing technology; these include laser scanning systems, optical fringe projection systems, and X-ray computer tomography systems. In many applications these systems can perform the same 1 In the most recent ISO standards the notation is E 0, MPE however for readability in this paper it is denoted MPE(E 0 ). 2 The subscript associated with the E value specifies the ram axis offset for the probing system; this offset depends on how the probe is mounted and is not of immediate concern for this paper so the subscript is not presented in the rest of this paper. 3 In this paper the MPE is considered a constant, but a length dependent MPE is also a valid means of specifying the maximum error, i.e., there could be a different MPE value for each length of the artifact under testing. measurements as tactile CMMs, and hence users are faced with complex decisions regarding the capital equipment purchase of this equipment and the measurement application of this technology. One goal of standardized performance specifications 4 is to make this decision more rigorous by allowing meaningful accuracy comparisons between different competing products. Consequently, developing a measurement performance specification that is comparable across multiple technologies is highly desirable.
Since optical probing systems are obviously noncontact, new standardized testing procedures are needed to specify these systems. However, the testing results (and hence the associated MPE specification) need to be closely comparable to that of MPE(E) for tactile CMMs in the sense that similar MPE(E) specifications across different technologically based CMMs will yield similar dimensional measurement accuracy for the same standardized measurand.
Tactile CMMs are typically tested in the canonical manner using calibrated artifacts such as gage blocks or step gages that have parallel planar opposing faces. While a direct comparison of tactile and optical measurement systems would involve measuring the same artifact in the same manner, optical CMM systems frequently have line of sight requirements that make traditional artifacts problematic. Additionally, tactile CMMs are designed to record discrete point coordinates and then move on to the next point location, while optical systems frequently record hundreds (or thousands) of points very rapidly within a single scan. Hence optical CMMs generally prefer extended targets such as the spheres on ball bars or ball plates because the spherical surface is observable from most orientations and the surface allows large numbers of points to be recorded. The terms bi-directional measurement and unidirectional measurement are used to refer to the detection of "size" errors. A ball bar measured in a center-to-center manner is a unidirectional measurement whereas if the ball bar measurement is the center-to-center length plus the sum of each sphere radius it is a bidirectional measurement because the measurement of sphere diameter is sensitive to detecting errors in the CMM's "effective probe size"
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; canonical testing artifacts such as gage blocks are measured in a bidirectional manner.
For reasons of economy and convenience, standardization committees seek testing methodology alternatives to the canonical procedure; in particular, to allow the measurement of many points on spherical targets yet yield a test value that is comparable to the canonical E value result. Hence a form of "equivalent" testing metric is needed for the performance test results and the associated CMM accuracy specifications.
In the CMM performance testing sense, equivalence means that the test result -which in the canonical procedure is the maximum observed error, regardless of sign, of 105 bi-directionally measured lengths, is approximately the same 6 .
Since the E value test result is primarily designed to assess CMM volumetric measurement capability, e.g., to detect CMM structurally induced errors, Standards Committees 4 Standardized specifications also lower costs for manufacturers by eliminating idiosyncratic user specified tests, and by aggregating economy of scale on testing artifacts and technician training. 5 The term "effective" is used because even in the tactile probing case the proper stylus size may be different from its physical size to account for effects such as stylus bending; analogous effects also occur for optical probes. 6 Test values from repeated "E" tests on the same CMM rarely yield the exactly same value.
designate the location and orientation of the 35 calibrated lengths for each type of CMM 7 so that they appropriately capture these errors for the particular system under test.
Performance Test Equivalency and Error Detection
To employ the use of spherical artifacts in the E test, the effect on various error sources -as detected in individual point coordinates -is considered first from a loose but intuitive model; later the quantitative simulation results will provide firm numerical results.
Consider a bi-directional measurement and a uni-directional measurement, as shown in Figure 1 . The error sources associated with the length measurement can be classified into three categories:
Long range systematic errors: Geometrical errors in the CMM structure, thermal errors, etc.
Short range errors: repeatability problems, probing system errors such as anisotropic stylus bending and stylus out-of-roundness, short range scale errors, etc.
"Size" errors: an incorrect "effective probe size" as used by the CMM in length measurements.
Consider two measurements, one on a gage block in the canonical manner and one on a ball bar. Let the location of the two ends of the gage block be the same as the ball bar, i.e., the 3D coordinates of the sphere centers of the ball bar be the same as the coordinates of the gaging points of the gage block. Let the balls be small in the sense that they detect short range errors but are not sensitive to long range errors. Then the ball bar center-to-center distance will record the same long range errors as that of the canonical measurement. Hence the histogram of the long range errors --shown schematically in the center of Figure 1 -will be the same for both cases. Let the balls be measured with a sufficient point density during the scanning process that the short range errors are significantly muted, i.e., "averaged out," hence these errors must be added back to obtain an equivalency with the canonical single point bi-directional measurement case. The short range errors for the canonical measurement are schematically shown above each stylus tip in Figure 1 .
It is also obvious that an error in the probing system's effective probe size directly adds in a one-to-one manner 8 to the sum of short range and long range errors for each length measurement in the canonical procedure. However, the uni-directional sphere center to sphere center case is insensitive to detecting this error. Hence it is clear that the error in the effective probe size 9 must be added to the individual uni-directional length measurement.
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For each gage block measurement these three errors combine together to yield the observed error; this occurs for all 105 length measurements. It is useful to consider the 105 test measurements repeated a large number of times, each time yielding a slightly different histogram because both the long range and the short range errors are not perfectly repeatable and may also change with time. Similarly the size errors may change, e.g., due to probe requalification. The combination of all these histograms yields a distribution of values. Then the expected E test result would be the 105 th order statistic from a sample of 105 absolute values from this distribution.
For two different performance tests to be metrologically equivalent, they must detect the same error sources and have similar sensitivities to these error sources; e.g., if the short range errors are increased such that one performance test result value increases by X micrometers, then the value obtained from the other performance test should similarly increase.
The long range errors are the same for both the gage block and the ball bar cases; hence this distribution is obtained directly for the observed ball bar center-to-center length errors.
The CMM's effective probe size error can be observed directly in the ball bar case if the balls are calibrated for diameter or alternatively from the size error observed in a calibrated test sphere measurement, e.g., the PS value obtained from the probe size test in [3, 4] . An upper bound on the PS value can be estimated from the OEM specifications: MPE(PS). This error arithmetically adds to each individual long range error. However, since the sign of the largest long range error and that of the size error may be different, it does not necessarily follow that the same test result value is obtained from the arithmetic addition of the size error and the largest (regardless of sign) center-to-center length error; see Annex A for additional details.
Since the short range errors have been mostly averaged out over the ball surfaces, they need to be included as follows. Consider selecting any position of the 105 canonical measurements (pick an element from the center-to-center error distribution), since the short range errors can be considered random, an element from their distribution at the right end and similarly at the left end. From a statistical viewpoint, since these are independent distributions, the variances will sum arithmetically; an estimate of the short range errors can be obtained from the ISO 10360-5 (or equivalent) sphere form test result, i.e., the PF value [3]. For CMMs with tactile probing systems the PF value is the range of residuals of a least-squares sphere fit of 25 discrete probing points located approximately uniformly 8 For example, each micrometer of effective probe size error results in one micrometer error in the reported gage length. 9 In Figure 1 this is the effective stylus tip size. 10 Mathematically, there is a difference between adding the size error to an individual length measurement and adding it to the test result due to the use of order statistics in the determination of the test result; see Annex A. 
In general, the distribution for the canonical length measurement errors will be biased due to a combination of a bias in the long range errors, e.g., a global scale error in the CMM, or a bias arising from an effective probe size error. While the center-to-center length of a ball bar is sensitive to the bias in the long range errors, it is insensitive to the effective probe size error. Since E Uni 105 is the largest observed error in the center-to-center distance, regardless of sign, this observed quantity will include the long range bias effect. In some testing situations, the ball bar will have spheres calibrated for their diameter and this will detect the effective probe size error as an error in the ball diameters. Hence the length composed of the center-to-center length plus the radius of ball 1 and the radius of ball 2 (as computed from a least squares sphere fit) denoted: L Uni + R 1 + R 2 is a useful quantity. Let E Uni RR 105 denote the largest of these 105 lengths regardless of sign; this quantity would be equivalent to the canonical measurement if the short range errors were zero. Assuming that the spheres are densely measured so that the short range errors average out, then accounting for the short range errors in a manner similar to Equation (1) yields the equivalent formulation in Equation (4):
Computer Simulations
The above derivations provide motivation to explore various proposed metrics that can be created from ball bar measurements and compared to the canonical test result for equivalency. To explore the implications of proposed methods such as Equations (3) and (4) To explore the different proposed methods of combining short and long range errors, a total of 81 different scenarios were examined. In particular, three levels of each bias and standard deviation were examined so that scenarios would cover the cases for each of these parameters being less than, comparable, and greater than each other parameters; 3 4 =81 scenarios. In the actual simulation the levels of 0.001, 0.003, and 0.010 were selected for both the biases and standard deviations, and the nominal length of the artifacts was 1 meter. However, the particular numerical values of these levels is not critical, only their relative values are significant for testing the proposed methods.
Nine different computations of test results based on ball bar measurements are considered and compared to the canonical case; the metrics are described below. 
Simulation Results
The numerical results for the nine metrics and 81 scenarios are included in tables at the end of this paper. Since the central issue is the equivalency of a proposed metric to that of the canonical case, examining the mean of the difference between each proposed metric and the canonical result, scaled by the canonical, is useful; in the tables at the end of this paper this is denoted Mean[(Metric_X -Bi )/Bi], where Metric_X is the test result for the X th metric, and Bi is the test result for the canonical case. This quantity presents the difference between the proposed test result of metric X and the canonical test result as a fraction of the canonical test value. Note that this difference in the two metrics is computed for each cycle of the 1000 cycles and then the mean of this quantity is computed for each scenario. This is done for all 81 scenarios and presented as a scatter chart in Figure 2 for all 9 different metrics. From Figure 2 it is clear that Metrics 1, 3, and 4 have, on average, test results that are within 10 % of the corresponding canonical value. For comparison, if the quantity (Bi_1-Bi_2)/Bi_2 is examined, where Bi_1 and Bi_2 are just repeats of the canonical test, the standard deviation of this quantity is between 0.03 and 0.2 depending on the particular scenario; hence Metrics 1, 3, and 4 can be considered "equivalent" in the sense that their expected differences from the canonical case are no greater than the standard deviation of two canonical results similarly differenced and scaled.
Metrics 5 and 6 use the MPE(PF) value and not surprisingly the metrics overestimate relative to the canonical value by as much as 40 %. Metric 2 use both MPE(PS) and MPE(PF) and overestimates by as much as 80 %. Metrics 7, 8, 9 are arithmetic sums of test results, and these metrics have been discussed in Standards Committees as possible useful test results; all of these metrics include scenarios that overestimate by as much as 40 %. A measure of the dispersion of the various metrics is shown in Figure 3 , which displays the standard deviation of the 1000 test results per scenario divided by the corresponding canonical measurement standard deviation. Not surprisingly, those metrics that include MPEs, which are fixed quantities (for each scenario) show less variation. Metrics 3 and 4 show less variation than Metric 1, perhaps because the size error is included in the length measurement before the order statistic is computed. Metric Number
Figure 3: The ratio of the standard deviation of each of the nine computed metrics to that of the canonical case (the ratio is unitless).
Summary
Of the nine metrics examined in an effort to produce a test result based on ball bar measurements but equivalent to a (bi-directional) canonical test result (which is the 105 th order statistic of 105 length errors), only Metrics 3 and 4 appear reasonable for the case of Gaussianly distributed errors. If the probing errors are known to be non-Gaussian then this particular error distribution must be investigated before claims of equivalency can be asserted. Metric Number
Annex A: Discussion of order statistics
The test results as specified in CMM standards often employ order statistics, e.g., the largest observed error of 105 measurements regardless of sign. Some error sources may be fixed during all 105 measurements, such as the error associated with the effective probe size, so it is important to note that the addition of this fixed error to each individual length measurement results in a different value than adding this fixed error onto the order statistic found from the length measurements without the fixed error included.
The simplest way to see this is to consider a uniform distribution from -1 to +1. Partition the distribution into 10 bins. The probability of drawing a value from one of the extreme bins (near ±1) is 2 out of 10. Now draw a sample of size N elements and take their absolute values, with N just large enough that the Nth order statistic had the expectation in an extreme bin, e.g., 0.91. Consider adding a fixed constant, e.g., 0.5, onto this result which yields 1.41. Alternatively, add the 0.5 to all N values, this is equivalent to shifting the uniform distribution to between -0.5 and +1.5, however now the probability of drawing a value in the extreme bin, i.e., 1.4 to 1.5, is now just 1 out of 10. For the case (above) where sample size of N was selected just large enough to yield an expected value in the extreme bin, the shifted distribution -with half the probability of drawing extreme values --will cause the expectation value of the order statistic to yield a lower value. Letting the bin sizes become arbitrarily small, it is clear that the expectation value of the order statistic for the 0.5 to 1.5 distribution will be less than the -1 to 1 distribution regardless of the size of N.
Another way to think of this is effect is that the absolute value requirement "folds" the negative portion of the distribution back into the positive side creating a new distribution. For the -1 to +1 case this becomes a uniform distribution from 0 to +1, but for the -0.5 to +1.5 case it, the distribution becomes stepped, with the probability density being twice as large for the region 0 to 0.5 as in the region 0.5 to 1.5; not surprisingly changing the distribution changes the expectation value of the order statistics. 25  25  25  25  25  25  25  25  25  25  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31 32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40 25  25  25  25  25  25  25  25  25  25  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51 52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 25  25  25  25  25  25  25  25  25  25  62  63  64  65  66  67  68  69  70  71 72  73  74  75  76  77  78  79  80 
